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keep you informed as car technology makes
never-ending advances.

onto the programmer.
6. Plug the programmer into the car’s OBD2
port and upload the map to the car.

A SATISFIED CUSTOMER

Your investment and rewards
As a BHP UK dealer, as with any business,
your success depends on the investment you
are prepared and able to make. Personal effort
and time is ultimately the key driver in how
successful this opportunity will be for you.

Mapping procedure
Our programmer and user-friendly software
interface makes the procedure for mapping a
vehicle very simple and straightforward by
following these easy steps:
1. Plug the programmer into the OBD2 socket
of the car, and select the make and model.
2. Follow the instructions on the programmer.
3. Connect the programmer to your PC and
start the computer programme to
automatically send the map to us.
4. We do the hard work and modify the map
and send it back to you.
5. You receive the remapped file and load it

Our expectations of you
Candidates should be working in, or have a
knowledge of the automotive industry – this
can be either mobile or workshop-based. They
should also be self motivated and enthusiastic
about tuning, have good customer skills and a
basic understanding of computers.

Our facilities
We are a company committed to succeeding
and staying ahead of the competition. With
this in mind, we continually invest in new
technology and our facilities include a chassis
dyno, dealer level diagnostic equipment, state
of the art programmers, a sophisticated and
wide range of ECU data editing software and
of course a team that has the ability to make
the most of all this technology. We also
appreciate that it’s just as important for us to
stay abreast of new technology so we
continually attend training courses ourselves.
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“I have found BHP UK excellent and very
helpful – from the maps to the service and
turnaround times of all files. The maps I
have had tuned have had great gains on
many different vehicles across the range –
from sports cars to 4x4s. I have had very
good feedback from my customers about
the better drive, more power and money
savings they are seeing with better fuel
economy. If I ever have problems there is
always someone there at the other end of
the phone to help.”
James at UK Remaps

To request a leaflet or brochure
offering you more information
about how you can become a BHP
UK dealership circle 119

